Abstract. In this paper we introduce the non-coprime graph associated to the group G with vertex set } { \ e G such that two distinct vertices are adjacent whenever their orders are relatively non-coprime. Some numerical invariants like diameter, girth, dominating number, independence and chromatic numbers are determined and it has been proved that the non-coprime graph associated to a group G is planar if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the groups S . Moreover, we prove that non-coprime graph of a nilpotent group G is regular if and only if G is a p -group, where p is prime number. Furthermore, a connection between the noncoprime graph and known prime graph has been stated here.
INTRODUCTION
Mathematicians define specific graphs on groups or rings and use advantage of the graph properties for the groups or rings and vice versa. We try to find the interplay between graph theory and group theory.
For a positive integer n , let ) (n be the set of all prime divisors of n . If G is a finite group, we set |) (| = ) ( G G . The Gruenberg-Kegel graph of G , or the prime graph of G , is denoted by G and is defined as follows. The vertex set of G is the set ) (G and two distinct primes p and q are joined by an edge if and only if G contains an element of order pq (see [1] ).
We assign a simple graph to the group G which its vertex set contains non-identity elements of the group G .
Moreover, two vertices are adjacent whenever their orders are relatively non-coprime. We call it non-coprime graph and denote by G . In this paper, we discuss about general properties of the non-coprime graph. For instance we find the diameter of the graph associated to the abelian groups, non-abelian nilpotent groups and non-nilpotent groups with non-trivial center. Furthermore, we prove that 3 = ) ( girth G . The domination number, independence number and planarity of the graph are the subjects which are verified in this paper. We also observe that for a finite group G , non-coprime graph G is a planar graph if and only if G is isomorphic to one of the groups are examples of perfect graphs, where n is an odd number. The bound for clique number of the graph are given. Finally, we attempt to find a link between non-coprime graph and prime graph.
Throughout the paper, graphs are simple and all the notations and terminologies about the graphs are standard (for instance see [2, 3, 4] ).
MAIN RESULTS
Let us start with the definition of the non-coprime graph associated to a group G . We should remindthat in the following definition the group G is not necessary to be finite, but all elements have to be of finite order. Of course, when G is finite then every element has finite order. In this paper, we always assume that G is finite. We are going to find the diameter of the non-coprime graph under different circumstances for the group associated to the graph. Among those we also discuss about some other properties of the graph such as being Hamiltonian and star graph. . By Theorems 2 and 3, we deduced the non-coprime graph associated to nilpotent or non-nilpotent groups with non-trivial center is connected.
Theorem 4.Let G be a nilpotent group such that it does not have any Sylow 2 -groups of order 2 then G is
Hamiltonian.
Proof. Assume G is direct product of its Sylow subgroups, (i) If G is an abelian group of order greater than 3 , then G is not a star graph.
(ii) If G is a non-abelian group and G is connected, then G is not a star graph.
Proof.
(i) It is obvious.
(ii) By Theorem 1, groups of order greater or equal than 6 has always a triangle. Therefore it is impossible for such a graph to be a star. |= | and every non-identity element of the group is adjacent to x . Hence the singleton } {x is a dominating set for the graph and the assertion is clear.
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(ii) As G is a soluble group, we have the following abelian series for G , . 
is a dominating set for G . S are planar (see Figure 1. ). Clearly all the non-coprime graphs of p -groups of order greater than 6 and less or equal than 13 are not planar. It is enough to check all groups of order 10 and 12 . It is easy to see that the non-coprime graphs of these groups are not planar. The converse can be observe by Figure 1 .
By [4] , we know a graph that contains a perfect matching has an even number of vertices. Therefore the perfect matching of a non-coprime graph is meaningful whenever the order of the group is an odd number. Hence we deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 3. G has a perfect matching, where

| | G is an odd number.
Proof. Since every element of the group has an odd order, then each vertex is adjacent to its inverse. Hence the assertion is clear.matrix such that all entries are zero and the other entries are one.
Proposition 4. G is a complete graph if and only if G is
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We use MATLAB to compute the eigenvalues of this adjacency matrix for some primes p and q (see TABLE
). It is clear that
is an integral graph for p and q which are mentioned in the above tables. For the bigger prime numbers p and q we obtain decimal eigenvalues. , where n is a prime power and odd. 
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(ii) and (iii) follows by use of the element orders of is not a regular graph, where n is an integer satisfies (i) and (ii) in Proposition 8. (
is a complete graph.
Proof. In the following we show that for all p -groups of certain order, there is only one non-coprime graph. by using of the orders. Hence the rest is clear.
